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An Overview of the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project
The Teachers College Reading and Writing Project (TCRWP) is a research and staff development organization within
Teachers College, Columbia University. The goal of the Project is to support best practice literacy instruction through
research, writing and the professional development of teachers and school leaders. Members of the Project’s current and
former staff have written books that are foundational to language arts instruction across the world. Most notably, the
Project’s director, Lucy Calkins, is the author, or co-author, of well over three score of books, including Units of Study for
Teaching Reading (Heinemann 2015), the brand-new series that guides state-of-the-art K-5 reading instruction. Calkins
and TCRWP colleagues also authored a series that supports K-8 writing instruction, Units of Study in Opinion,
Information, and Narrative Writing. Pathways to the Common Core, a book which was, for a time, #7 on the list of
the New York Times best-selling education books, is also a TCRWP publication.
TCRWP's Ways of Working with Schools
The teacher-educators who staff the Project are involved in long-lasting partnerships with over 800 schools across the
United States and the world. The organization’s connections with New York City schools are especially deep and broad,
involving several hundred of NYC schools. Members of the Reading and Writing Project also work intensively in towns
and cities across the nation as well as in far flung places including Israel, Singapore, Sweden, Brazil, Spain, and at least
30 other countries. Of course, many more educators attend one of the Projects institutes or participate in graduate study at
Teachers College, so that in all, staff of the Project have worked in long lasting, intensive ways with over 25,000 schools.
Staff developers and Project leaders generally help teachers across whole schools engage in school reform that supports
all students becoming powerful and independent readers and writers. In writing workshops, students learn to observe their
lives and the world around them, and to collect, draft, revise, edit, and publish well-crafted narrative and expository texts.
They learn to use their writing skills to write about reading and to write within every discipline. In reading workshops,
students are explicitly taught the strategies and habits of proficient readers. They learn to talk, think and write well about
their reading, and to live richly literate lives. Meanwhile, in social studies and science classrooms, students rely on their
literacy skills to synthesize, analyze, question, develop and apply knowledge as they are inducted into the world of
academic literacy. Our professional development supports a spiral curriculum that provides a consistent infrastructure
undergirding language arts across the entire school.
To provide this support, the 70+ staff developers at the Project each adopt a school or a district, and ways of working are
developed that will work for that site. Many times a staff developer returns to a school for a sequence of years, working 615 days a year in that school to help teachers learn together in "lab site" classrooms where methods of adaptive instruction
are demonstrated, scaffolded, refined, and integrated into that month’s “unit of study.” In this way, participating teachers
learn the structures, methods and expectations for a rigorous workshop. In a day of staff development, we are apt to work
in three discrete lab sites, supporting three discrete groups of teachers in both reading and writing. First, the staff
developer models minilessons, conferences, and small group work. Then teachers and staff developers become coresearchers, observing what students do as readers or as writers, theorizing about the meaning of their behaviors, and
planning teaching strategies to help them learn. Working collaboratively, staff developers and teachers assess students'
growth as literacy learners, confer with individual students and with small groups, and design small group and whole-class
teaching based on students’ needs.
This system for providing professional development is not, of course, the only way in which the Project works. In other
districts, the Project provides periodic conference days for large numbers of teachers or coaches—usually supporting
grade-specific work with the Units of Study publications in reading or in writing. In yet other districts, Project staff take
on a particular course of study—perhaps focusing on digital literacy, or on small group work—and support that focus
across a sequence of time. In many districts, the Project leads study groups for administrators.
TCRWP as a Learning Organization: New Frontier and Input from Data
The TCRWP is a learning organization, always rethinking the ideas upon which it is based. It is, above all, a think tank.
The organization prides itself especially on its learning curve. As part of the organization’s commitment to continually
research and improve our own practices, the Project staff spends almost every Thursday studying together. These
Thursdays allow Project staff to stand on each other’s shoulders and to consolidate knowledge so that the work one person
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does is aligned to (and informed by) the larger community’s work, creating consistency. The staff of our organization has
met on Thursdays for the past 30 years. These “Thursdays” are at the heart of the Project.
The Project also uses data and new theories to deepen and refine the approaches it supports, and synthesizing the
knowledge of its diverse members. Recently, the organization has especially focused on data-based instruction, alignment
to global standards, content area literacy, teacher effectiveness frameworks, inclusion, and using formative assessments to
support students’ progress along learning pathways. The organization’s newest work focuses on digital literacy. The work
that the TCRWP does in any one particular site cumulates with all the organization does in other sites—the entire
organization functions as a close-knit community of practice. Most of the Project’s work leads to publications or to the
development of resources that are widely shared among all participants. Member schools are given access to many
resources, including assessment tools, book lists alongside methods for ordering those books at discount prices, and most
of all, a curriculum for teaching reading and writing in kindergarten through eighth grades.
The TCRWP’s work relies on continual input from both formal and informal assessments, and our results on high stakes
assessments—which are very good—are described on the Project website. The organization provides member schools
with assessment tools, including for some of our schools, a web-based software system that allows schools to track
learners’ progress, to synthesize data across entire schools, to track the progress of particular sub-groups, to compare and
contrast progress across years, classrooms, sub-groups and so forth. This software system, AssessmentPro, has been
endorsed by the NYC Department of Education as one of the city’s official assessment-options, and is the assessmentsystem of choice for over half of New York City’s elementary schools and many secondary schools. Meanwhile, this tool
has already provided the organization with substantial, detailed data as well as with methods for synthesizing those data
and discerning trends; insights from the data are regularly used to inform revisions of the organization’s methods and
curriculum. Every spring, the TCRWP staff overhauls 800 pages of curricular resources known as "the curricular
calendars” so that these resources contain insights harvested from the latest work the Project’s staff and its partner schools
have been doing.
Conference Days, Institutes, Graduate Study
The Project offers over well over 120 full-day conferences on-site at Teachers College throughout the school year. Some
of the conferences are aligned with the unit of study that TCRWP teachers are leading at that time in their classrooms.
There is also a strand of conference days designed for teachers in inclusive classrooms, for teachers whose classrooms
brim with ELLs. The TCRWP regularly brings literacy colleagues from across the country to join us in leading some of
these days. Speakers in 2016-17 include Donalyn Miller, Stephanie Harvey, Lori Helman, Nancy Anderson, and Georgia
Heard. These conference days are sometimes open to school with whom TCRWP partners and to schools around the
country.
The Project also leads two giant conference days that are open to anyone for no cost—known as “Saturday Reunion” days
or just “Saturdays.” For two Saturdays a year, we open our doors. More than 3,000 educators come to each of these days.
Dav Pilkey will join all the TCRWP staff and a host of other national literacy leaders to lead the 91st Annual Fall Saturday
Reunion, on October 22, 2016. Our Spring Saturday Reunion will be held on March 18, 2017. Participants can learn more
about these Saturdays through the website—but know you are invited, at no cost, to these days which have over 100
workshops and keynotes.
The TCRWP also offers many one-day seminars for reading or writing across the country. These are led by Lucy Calkins,
Amanda Hartman, Mary Ehrenworth, Kathleen Tolan, Shanna Schwartz, Natalie Louis, and other TCRWP colleagues.
Some of these are designed to help teachers learn how to use the new Units of Study for Teaching Reading or Units of
Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing to reach ambitious new global standards. Other one day seminars
address timely topics of special interest.
Twice a year, the Project leads an institute for several hundred literacy coaches from across the country. These two
institutes are especially intensive, with small groups of participants working together, and the institutes involve inclassroom work in 20+ New York City schools. The Project also leads a late February small groups and conferring
institute devoted to helping k-8 educators bring state-of-the-art methods of supporting reading and writing. Participants
will learn about small group work, collaborative inquiry and new work with research centers. This institute is designed to
help you to maximize your conferring time and make your small-group work more efficient, more powerful, and easier.
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A core group of 200 principals and superintendents attend monthly conferences at Teachers College. Keynote speakers in
recent years included Michael Fullan, Tony Wagner, Charlotte Danielson, Pedro Noguera, Grant Wiggins, David Rock,
Diane Ravitch, Andy Hargreaves, and others. After the keynote, principals disperse into study groups. The TCRWP
welcomes visiting principals or superintendents (from Project schools) to these days, as long as space permits.
The Teachers College Reading and Writing Project is also closely linked to the Literacy Specialist Masters Program and
to the doctoral program within Teachers College’s Department of Curriculum and Teaching. The Literacy Specialist
Program is co-directed by Lucy Calkins and Marjorie Siegel. This program and the doctoral program provide a pipeline,
bringing smart, dedicated teachers and literacy specialists to schools as interns, teachers, literacy coaches, and eventually
these people sometimes may become TCRWP staff developers.
The Project’s Leaders
The Teachers College Reading and Writing Project is directed by its founder, Lucy Calkins, the Richard Robinson
Professor of Children’s Literature at Teachers College. Senior Deputy Director Laurie Pessah leads the organization’s
work with school leaders, including those at the Department of Education, staffs the school-based professional
development work, oversees allocation of resources, and helps support primary literacy. Senior Deputy Director Kathleen
Tolan leads most of the TCRWP’s institutes, mentors teacher-leaders, school administrators, and staff developers with
special emphasis on upper grade reading. Mary Ehrenworth, Deputy Director, takes a lead role in developing materials,
ideas, and relationships with other organizations. As Deputy Director for Primary, Amanda Hartman directs the TCRWP’s
work with primary literacy, coaches, staff developers, and leads work supporting ELLs. Audra Robb leads the TCRWP’s
work with middle school. Beth Neville is Associate Director of the Project and oversees technology, finances, and special
projects. Judy Chin is Coordinator of Strategic Development and a Regent for the New York State Education Department.
Kathy Neville works with Laurie Pessah to coordinate the Reading and Writing Project’s connections with schools across
the world. Other staff members have leadership roles as well—leading the events, the office staff, performance
assessments, research, publications, and functioning as Senior Lead Staff Developers. Biographies are included on the
Project’s web site.
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2016-2017 Overview of K-2 Reading and Writing Curriculum
Kindergarten
Sept-Oct

We Are Readers (Book 1)

Launching the Writing Workshop (Book 1)

Oct -Nov

Emergent Reading: Looking Closely at Familiar Texts
(If…Then...)

Looking Closely: Observing, Labeling, and Listing Like
Scientists (If…Then...)

Nov-Dec

Super Powers: Reading with Print Strategies and Sight
Word Power (Book 2)

Writing for Readers (Book 2)

Jan -Feb

Bigger Books, Bigger Reading Muscles (Book 3)

How-to Books: Writing to Teach Others (Book 3)

Feb-March Growing Expertise in Little Books: Reading for
Information (If…Then...)

Persuasive Writing of All Kinds (Book 4)

April -May Becoming Avid Readers (Book 4)

All About Books (If…Then...)

May -June

Crafting Stories Using All We Know About Narrative Writing

Readers Are Resourceful: Tackling Hard Words and
Tricky Parts in Books (If…Then...)

First Grade
Sept-Oct

Building Good Reading Habits (Book 1)

Small Moments: Writing with Focus, Detail, and Dialogue
(Book 1)

Oct -Nov

Word Detectives Use All They Know to Solve Words
(New Book in 2016)

Writing How-to Books (If…Then...or Kindergarten, Book 3)

Nov-Dec

Learning About the World: Reading Nonfiction (Book 2)

Nonfiction Chapter Books (Book 2)

Jan -Feb

Readers Get to Know Characters by Performing Their
Books (If…Then...)

Writing Reviews (Book 3)

Feb-March Readers Have Big Jobs to Do: Fluency, Phonics, and
Comprehension (Book 3)

Poetry and Songs (If…Then...or 2003 UoS)

April -May Meeting Characters and Learning Lessons: A Study of
Story Elements (Book 4)

From Scenes to Series: Writing Fiction (Book 4)

May-June

Writing Like Scientists (If…Then..)

Reading Nonfiction Cover to Cover: Nonfiction Book
Clubs (If…Then...)

Second Grade
Sept-Oct

Second Grade Reading Growth Spurt (Book 1)

Lessons from the Masters: Improving Narrative Craft (Book 1)

Nov -Dec

Becoming Experts: Reading Nonfiction (Book 2)

Informational Writing (New Book in 2016)

January

Studying Characters and Their Stories (If…Then...or
Grade 1, Book 4)

Writing Gripping Fictional Stories (If…Then...or Grade 1, Book
4)

Feb-March Bigger Books Mean Amping Up Reading Power (Book
3)

Poetry: Big Thoughts Small Packages (Book 4)

MarchApril

Reading Nonfiction Cover to Cover: Nonfiction Book
Clubs (If…Then...)

Lab Reports and Science Books (Book 2)

May -June

Series Book Clubs (Book 4)

Writing About Reading (Book 3)
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Session 3

Nonfiction Readers Ask,
“What Is This Book Teaching Me?”
In this session, you’ll teach children that nonfiction
readers grow their knowledge by putting together the details they
read with their own thoughts and asking, “What is this book teaching
me?”

MINILESSON
CONNECTION
Name the context for today’s lesson: kids have just gotten baggies full of nonfiction books,
and they’re eager to zoom through them all.
After directing students to come to the meeting area with one of the books from their baggie and to
sit on the book, I said, “Readers, back at your seats, you each have a baggie full of books. When you
look at those baggies, you will probably feel like a kid at a candy store. You probably want to gulp
all the books down right now, to read one and then the next and then the next, reading on and on
and on until you are done.”

GETTI NG READY
✔✔ Plan to have students choose one book from their baggie to bring to the
meeting area (see Connection).

✔✔ Make sure you have the demonstration text from Sessions 1 and 2 handy.
We use Knights in Shining Armor, by Gail Gibbons (see Teaching and Active
Engagement).

“After all, the nonfiction books in your baggies are full of so many cool facts and features. But
remember, just like candy—gulping too much of it too quickly can give you a bellyache—gulping
too many books too quickly can give you a . . .” I trailed off, thinking of the just right comparison to
make. “A brain-ache!”

✔✔ Display the “Nonfiction Readers Grow Knowledge” chart and have today’s

I put my hand on my head and squinted my eyes to show how painful a brain-ache can be. The kids
giggled. “It’s like you get information overload,” I said, making my hands pulsate above my head.
There was more giggling.

✔✔ Refer to the “Readers GROW Like Beanstalks” anchor chart from Unit 1 (see

strategy—“Think, ‘What is this book (and this part) teaching me?’”—ready to
add (see Active Engagement and Link).

✔✔ Ask students to bring one book from their book baggie to get started in the
minilesson (see Link).
Mid-Workshop Teaching).

“You need to savor your books. Don’t just gulp your books down and try to read one after the other.
Read closely and carefully, the exact same way you’ve been reading, noticing, thinking, and questioning the charts, the diagrams, and the pennies,” I said and turned the page of an imaginary book,
“and then do all that some more, because that is exactly the way nonfiction readers read books, too.”
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D Name the teaching point.
“Today I want to teach you that to grow knowledge from books, nonfiction readers put what they see and think
together and then ask, ‘What is this book teaching me?’”

TEACHING
Demonstrate how readers preview a text, noticing and questioning what they see and then thinking about
what each part of the book will teach.
“Let’s read some parts of Knights in Shining Armor together. Let’s not wait until the end of the book to figure out what
the book is teaching us. Just like we did in the first unit, we can take a sneak peek! Look at the different parts of the
book to see what they will teach you. For example, we can look at the front and back covers to ask ourselves, ‘What
will this book teach me?’”

Of course, it wouldn’t be the worst thing in the
world for readers to do as they are tempted, to
fly through those books, as long as they return
to reread them. But too many kids fly through
books without a thought—so that when you ask,
afterward, what the book was about, they have
no clue. And they do that with no intention to
reread. That is why we talk up the importance
of digesting the content of a book as you read.
This is the focus also of the first bend in the
first-grade fall nonfiction reading unit.

I flipped to the back cover only to see a helmet and an eagle. “Hmm . . . , a helmet. What are helmets used for? Protection during a battle. What will this book teach us? Maybe about battles? Let’s look at the front cover.” I pointed to the
two knights there and said, “I see here that there are two knights and that they are each riding on a horse. They each
have a sword, and they seem to be protecting a castle. I think we have already learned that knights ride horses and that
they use swords, as well as armor, to protect themselves. So, let me ask, ‘What will this book teach us?’ I bet this book
will teach us even more ways that knights protect castles. Do you agree with me?

If you have already introduced Knights in Shining Armor during read-aloud, ask children to
recall what they did to take a sneak peek and to
share what they already know about the book.

“Did you see how I used the front and the back covers not just to notice and question but to begin thinking, ‘What is
this book teaching me?’ The front and back covers are important parts of the book. Now we know even more things
about knights and castles!”

It will help the children in your classroom
immensely to build a repertoire of skills if you
continuously reference past teaching.

ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT
Set readers up to carry the question “What is this book teaching me?” in their minds as they begin reading.
“Let’s do this with the book we just started reading together and make sure we don’t wait until the end to think about
the book. Let’s stop and think, ‘What is this book teaching?’ I put my finger at the start of page 14, gesturing for the
class to listen in and think along with me.

Whether you choose this part of the book or
a different one for your demonstration, it
will work best if the part is unfamiliar to the
students.

Just before turning the page I thought aloud, “Let’s not wait to let this book teach us more!” I pointed to the first two
bullets on the “Nonfiction Readers Grow Knowledge” chart. “Let’s pay attention to the details and put them together
to think about what this book is teaching.” I moved my finger across the page, pointing out things that I anticipated
students would not notice.
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I said, “Look at the parts of the page. There are two pictures: one shows a knight’s face and his clothes.” I traced my
finger over the picture on page 14, pointing out the helmet, the shield, and the tunic, and then I moved my finger to
page 15 and continued speaking. “The other shows the knight inside a suit of armor.” I moved my finger around the
page to show the differences. “Hmm, . . . what’s this part of the book teaching? What are we getting ready to learn?
Let’s keep studying,” I continued. “On this page,” I moved my finger back to page 14, “I see that the knight is inside.
See the window showing outside? He’s inside the castle. And on this page,” I moved my finger back to page 15, “I see
that the knight is outside. He’s standing in the grass under the blue sky.”
Channel students to turn and talk about what the book is teaching, and highlight examples of readers using
thinking to grow their knowledge.
“When you have noticed some things and have thought, ‘What is this book teaching?’ put your thumb on your knee.”
Thumbs went up, so I immediately said, “Now, turn and talk to your partner about what you think.”
I circulated, listening in to partnerships about the details they noticed, before stopping to rearticulate a few. “I heard
someone say that the pages show different ways knights dressed—what they wore when they were inside the castle
and how they dressed to protect themselves when outside the castle walls. They noticed that the knight in full armor
isn’t inside the castle courtyard, but that he is out in the open field.
“Interesting! Some of you were discussing the different labels on the page, naming all the different parts of the knight’s
clothing and uniform. You were questioning the book, and you were noticing that the knight had a shield in both pictures, even when he was inside the castle.

Students are offered multiple opportunities to
turn and talk during the active engagement.
The first turn-and-talk is to give readers time
to name details they notice, the second time is
to push students to talk about what they are
learning from the text.

“So what do you think this part is teaching us? Quick, talk to your partner.” After listening in to several thinkers, I
stopped the class and said, “I heard someone say that this part would probably teach us about how knights dressed
and why they wore the things they wore—to protect themselves and others. Thumbs up if you were thinking this, too!”
Thumbs were wagging.
“Someone else said that it is teaching us how even when a knight was inside, he had protection: he wore a helmet and
kept his sword and shield with him. She even noticed the little weapons on the backs of his shoes—look!” I said and
pointed to the spur on the back of the knight’s shoe. “Like knights were always—always—ready to protect themselves.
It must have been very dangerous back then.
“You’re totally getting the idea!” I smiled. “You aren’t waiting until the very end of the book to figure out what this
book is teaching you; you’re thinking about that right from the start of reading! That’s important work for readers of
nonfiction to do as they read their books, so that they grow even more knowledge.”

Even if your students’ responses aren’t this
detailed, you can add in a few details of your
own to demonstrate the kind of thinking you
hope your students will strive toward.
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LINK
Remind children that readers continually think about what a part, a page, or a book is teaching.
“Readers, I added this important work to our chart. After this, always remember that readers don’t wait until the end of
a book to think! They are always thinking, ‘What is this part, this page, this book, teaching me?’
“And guess what? Paying attention to details and putting the parts together,” I said, pointing to those items on the
anchor chart and adding the new strategy, “helps readers answer the question, ‘What is this book (and this part) teaching me?’”

ANCHOR
CHART

•
•
•
•

Highlight the importance of today’s strategy,
making sure to add it to the class anchor chart.
You’ll encourage students to head off, right
away, to practice this strategy as they transition
to independent reading time.

Nonfiction Readers Grow Knowledge

Pay attention to details.
Put the parts of the text together in your mind.
Ask questions.
Think, ‘‘What is this book (and this part) teaching me?’’

“Right now, take out the book that you brought to the meeting area and get started. I’m going to float around quickly
to remind you to stop and think about that question: ‘What is this book teaching?’ or ‘What is this part teaching me?’”
As students pulled their books out from under them, I noticed those who weren’t lingering over their front covers and
did a voiceover: “Before you even open your books, what are you going to do?”
“Think about what the book is teaching!” several children chimed.
“Don’t wait to do that work,” I responded. “Take a sneak peek at the front and back covers! Start asking questions
even before you open the cover of your book!” As students read, I circulated, voicing over with more scaffolds. When I
saw students trying and thinking, I sent them off to their reading spots.
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The Reading and Writing Project: A Reading Conference Cheat Sheet
Structure:
Research (2-3 minutes)
*Often this involves on-thespot research.
*Other times you will draw on
prior knowledge or research.
*Sometimes your research may
be: which of a few options you
have prepared makes the most
sense for this student?







Compliment (1 minute)
*Compliment a skill or strategy,
a behavior, or volume and
stamina
*Skip the compliment if the
student is ready for teaching
immediately, or tuck it into
your teaching
Teaching Point (part of teach)
*At times the teaching point
will come later in the
conference, after the coaching,
as part of the link
Teach (1-2 minutes)
*As you teach, you’ll want to
engage the child and make him
or her feel a part of the work
you are doing. Try using
language like: “Let’s try this…”
or “We could…”



Coach/Active Engagement
(1-3 minutes)
*Get the child to “try it” and
coach. This is optional,
depending on whether the child
needs support
*Use short prompts that get
the student to do the work you
just taught
Link
*30 seconds
*Consider leaving an artifact!
*Could be done later, in a
follow up after the child does
the work























You Might Say:
What are you working on as a reader today? Can you show
me where you tried that?
Last time we met we were working on…. How’s that going?
Can you show me where you did that?
What is your plan for reading today? How will you do that?
Walk me through your plans.
Can I look through your notebook for a sec’? Talk to me about
what you were trying to do here… Here?
I can see a few options that might make sense for you next as
a reader. Can we review them and see which you find
appealing?
One strategy I see you applying is…. This strategy is helping
you get better at….
One thing about you as a reader that is so fantastic is that….
You’re not the kind of reader who…. Instead, you’re the kind
of writer who…
One thing that is becoming quite powerful in your reading is…
Your hard work at….is really paying off.
Can I give you one tip–something that will help you make a
giant step forward?
Can I show you one way to extend your powers? It’s a
strategy that’s a little tricky, but I think you’re ready to…
When readers want to ___, like you, it often helps to _____.
For example, if I were to _____, I’d probably first …, then I’d…
Do you see how I’m…?
Let’s try a bit of this together and then you can try on your
own.
If you study this reader, you can see here how…and
here…Can you imagine how that might sound in your
reading?
Now you try….(restate teaching point and stick around to
make sure writer is applying the strategy)
SHORT PROMPTS: Don’t forget to… That’s good…now...
Don’t forget to keep track of your goals, “………?
Now you try this in your writing …. I’ll be back to check on
you. When I come back I am going to ask to see/talk about…..

So whenever you are ____________, you can remember to….
Say back to me what you learned from this conference.
What’s your plan as a writer when you get back to work on
your own?
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Coaching Conference – Text: Sam’s Picnic (Level D)
T: Can you show me how many books you have read today?
S: All of these. See, I put all the ones I read in my book baggie. And all of these I still have to read.
T: And what have you been working on today?
S: This book (points to cover).
T: What are you thinking about as you read it?
S: Well it’s new. I just started it. It has some tricky parts. (Teacher glances at shopping chart to find out
that the child shopped for books just one day before this conference.)
T: Well, first of all congratulations on trying hard to read through your WHOLE book baggie---AND to
know that in SOME books there are tricky parts to work through and get help.
Okay then. Let’s work on it together. I’ll listen while you read and when you get to a tricky part, you’ll
try something to figure it out and maybe I can help you along a little. (Student looks at the cover, says the
title and then begins reading. The text on the first page reads, “Sam and Mom and Bingo went down to
the river for a picnic.)
S: Sam and Mom and Bingo were… went down to the… (Pause)
T: (Taps the picture.)
S: (Looks at the picture.)
T: Okay, now check the word and get your mouth ready.
S: R, rrr, oh yeah, river. (Looks up and appeals a little to get approval)
T: Does river look right and make sense?
S: (Looks at teacher then looks at the word and nods)
T: Yes, it does, because that’s where they are walking towards. Keep reading.
S: (Rereads and turns the page) Sam and Mom and Bingo went down to the river for a picnic. “Here
is the picnic basket,” said Mom. “And here is the basket,” said Sam. (Text reads, “Here is the picnic
basket,” said Mom. “And here is the blanket.” said Sam.)
T: Hmm… does that make sense with what’s happening? Does that look right? Go back, reread, and
think about what’s happening and say the first few sounds.
S: “And here is the b…b…” (Student looks up at Teacher)
T: Check the picture…now keep looking across the word.
S: (Looks at the picture.) There is a basket. Basket.
T: There is a basket, but Sam is holding the blanket. Let’s check the first couple of letters. Yep.
Blanket. That looks right and makes sense… right? Let’s keep reading…
S: Look at the big…the big…(Student looks at picture. The word is clouds)…the big rain? (Student
looks at teacher)
T: Does it look right? Check the word.
S: c-c-cl-clud-clouds? (Student looks up at Teacher)
T: Does that look right and make sense? Do a double-check.
S: (Student puts finger under the word) Cloud. Clouds! “Look at the big clouds,” said Mom. “Here
comes the rain!” said Sam.
T: There you go. When you notice something is not quite right, check the picture to think about what
makes sense and then look at the first couple of letters to see if that word looks right. This can help
you whenever you get to a tricky part. I’m going to leave you with a reminder so you can use this
strategy with the rest of this book and any book you read, especially when they are kind of new and
you encounter tricky parts.
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Reading and Writing Project Benchmark Reading Levels and Marking Period
Assessments
Updated May 2013

SEPTEMBER
Kindergarten
Emergent Story
Books Shared
Reading

NOVEMBER
Kindergarten
Emergent Story
Books Shared
Reading
A/B (with book intro)

JANUARY
Kindergarten
B/C (with book intro)

MARCH
Kindergarten
1=Early Emergent
2=A/B (with book intro)
3=C (with book intro)
4=D/E

JUNE
Kindergarten
1=B or below
2=C (with book intro)
3=D/E
4=F or above

Grade 1:
1=B or below
2=C
3=D/E
4=F or above

Grade 1:
1=C or below
2=D/E
3=F/G
4=H or above

Grade 1:
1=D or below
2=E/F
3=G/H
4=I or above

Grade 1:
1=E or below
2=F/G
3=H/I/J
4=K or above

Grade 1:
1=G or below
2=H
3=I/J/K
4=L or above

Grade 2:
1=F or below
2=G/H
3=I/J/K
4=L or above

Grade 2:
1=G or below
2=H/I
3=J/K/L
4=M or above

Grade 2:
1=H or below
2=I/J
3=K/L
4=M or above

Grade 2:
1=I or below
2=J/K
3=L/M
4=N or above

Grade 2:
1=J or below
2=K/L
3=M
4=N or above

Grade 3:
1=K or below (avg. H)
2=L
3=M
4=N or above

Grade 3:
1=K or below (avg. I)
2=L/M (avg. L)
3=N
4=O or above

Grade 3:
1=L or below
2=M/N
3=O
4=P or above

Grade 3:
1=M or below (avg. J)
2=N
3=O
4=P or above

Grade 3:
1=N or below (avg. K)
2=O
3=P
4=Q or above

Grade 4:
1=M or below (avg. J)
2=N/O (avg. N)
3=P/Q (avg. P)
4=R or above

Grade 4:
1=N or below (avg. L)
2=O/P (avg. P)
3=Q/R(avg. Q)
4=S or above

Grade 4:
1=O or below
2=P/Q
3=R/S
4=T or above

Grade 4:
1=O or below (avg. K)
2=P/Q (avg. P)
3=R/S (avg. R)
4=T or above

Grade 4:
1=P or below (avg. L)
2=Q/R (avg. Q)
3=S/T (avg. S)
4=U or above

Grade 5:
1=P or below (avg. M)
2=Q/R (avg. Q)
3=S
4=T or above

Grade 5:
1=P or below (avg. N)
2=Q/R/S (avg. Q)
3=T
4=U or above

Grade 5:
1=Q or below
2=R/S/T
3=U
4=V or above

Grade 5:
1=Q or below (avg. O)
2=R/S/T (avg. R/S))
3=U
4=V or above

Grade 5:
1=R or below (avg. P)
2=S/T/U (avg. S/T)
3=V
4=W or above

Grade 6:
1=R or below (avg. O)
2=S/T/U (avg. S)
3=V/W (avg. V)
4=X or above

Grade 6:
1=S or below (avg. P)
2=T/U/V (avg. T)
3=W
4=X or above

Grade 6:
1=T or below
2=U/V
3=W/X
4=Y or above

Grade 6:
1=T or below (avg. Q)
2=U/V (avg. U)
3=W/X (avg. W)
4=Y or above

Grade 6:
1=U or below (avg. Q)
2=V/W (avg. V)
3=X
4=Y or above

Grade 7:
1=T or below (avg. P)
2=U/V (avg. U)
3=W/X (avg. W)
4=Y or above

Grade 7:
1=T or below (avg. Q)
2=U/V/W (avg. U)
3=X
4=Y or above

Grade 7:
1=U or below
2=V/W
3=X
4=Y or above

Grade 7:
1=U or below (avg. R)
2=V/W (avg. V)
3=X
4=Y or above

Grade 7:
1=V or below (avg. R)
2=W/X (avg. W)
3=Y
4=Z or above

Grade 8:
1=V or below
2=W
3=X/Y/Z
4=Adult Literature

Grade 8:
1=V or below
2=W
3=X/Y/Z
4=Adult Literature

Grade 8:
1=W or below
2=X/Y
3=Z/Adult Literature
4=Adult Literature

Grade 8:
1=W or below
2=X/Y/Z
3=Adult Literature
4=Adult Literature

Grade 8:
1=W or below
2=X/Y/Z
3=Adult Literature
4=Adult Literature

* We expect that many schools will incorporate the reading level as part of the child’s grade for reading workshop, but that that assessment will also be informed by
reading habits, growth, etc. The level 1-3 benchmarks represent the average text difficulty levels for the majority of readers who achieved that score on the ELA.
There is no pattern that allows for prediction of a 4. Because a score of 4 generally only allows for one or two errors, it is hard to assure parents or students that a
correlation will exist between level of text difficulty and a score of 4. 8th Grade benchmarks come from Qualitative assessments.
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Text Complexity
We have studied correlations between TCRWP’s bands of levels (which rely on Fountas and Pinnell levels—in turn
based on the work of Clay) and the factors taken into account to determine text complexity grade level bands by the
Common Core and found that, not surprisingly, there is tremendous congruence. Both TCRWP band of levels and
the CCSS grade bands rely on analyzing texts by qualitative factors that include examining the extent to which a
text is straightforward, the complexity of characters, the degree of prior knowledge the text assumes, etc. Then, too,
TCRWP, Fountas and Pinnell, and the CCSS also take into account quantitative factors such as the word count,
page count, and the complexity level of sentences. And, the CCSS, Fountas and Pinnell and TCRWP all ask
teachers to take the individual reader and the purpose for reading into account, suggesting that when deciding upon
an appropriate text for a reader, the text cannot be considered in isolation.
We do not recommend you re-sort your library in order to weigh more heavily on CCSS grade bands. Instead, we
advise you to devote your time to helping kids read with high volume, strong rate, and increasing fluency, and to
help them move up levels. There will be further information coming out from the Common Core about bands of
text complexity, and we are convinced that even if you are determined to be absolutely aligned, jumping now to
reorganize all your books doesn’t seem to make sense. If you need to produce a rationale for the basis of your
current levels, look at Fountas and Pinnell’s website, and there you will find the correlation between Fountas and
Pinnell Levels, the Common Core grade bands and the TCRWP bands of text complexity. In most cases, the
TCRWP bands of text correlate to the grade bands expected by the Common Core (e.g. TCRWP text band K/L/M
correlates to the low end of CCSS grade band 2-3 while TCRWP text band N/O/P/Q correlates to the high end of
grade band 2-3).
A larger question, to us, seems to be how often kids should be reading at text levels that have been calibrated to be
the highest level of text difficulty at which they can read with a high degree of comprehension (another way of
saying “just right”), and how much time students should spend working in grade level complex texts (which may be
too hard or too easy for them). People tend to use the term “instructional” and “grade level texts” synonymously,
but actually, an instructional level text is one that a student can read with 96% accuracy and strong comprehension,
and independent reading level is 99% accuracy. A grade level text, then, may not be remotely aligned to a reader’s
instructional or independent level. No one is suggesting that a child in fifth grade reading at level M would find it
helpful to have Bridge to Terabithia in his or her book baggie, for example, but there is widespread agreement that
such a child profits from hearing Bridge to Terabithia read aloud. That is, there is widespread agreement that all
students should have access to the complex structures, text features, vocabulary, concepts and ideas found in the
texts within their grade level bands. This means, it is important to include the use of texts from grade level bands in
read-alouds, and it is important for students to closely study very short shared texts. Sometimes teachers will use
these texts in minilessons. Then, too, when your students encounter primary documents in history, these will often
be beyond their grade level. You will want to infuse texts you have used in one area of the curriculum throughout
the day, using historical fiction, for example, in both reading workshop and social studies, perhaps letting a quote
from one text inform thinking and work across the curriculum. What is most important is to help your students
strengthen his or her reading abilities and move up levels to reach the grade band.
Some things are still open to debate. The question which still remains and over which there are differences of
opinion is whether kids who can’t read “grade level complex texts” should be spending time trying to do so.
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Teaching Fluency, Word Solving & Comprehension
Prompts for Skills, Strategies, and Habits to
Teach Students Reading Books A-L
(Prompts are listed from the highest level of teacher support to the lowest level of support.)
Note: The suggested behaviors and strategies on each level are cumulative. When you move from one level to another, the
behaviors and strategies from the previous level should be under control and used without prompting unless repeated.

(A)
Uses cover (title, illustration, etc.)
to get ready to read
o Watch how I read the title, look at
the illustration, and think, “What
might this book be about?”
o Think about the cover to get your
mind ready to read.

Uses one to one matching:
o Let me show you how I point
under the words…
o Point under the words.
o Does it match?
o Were there enough words?
o Check it.

Uses illustration as a source of
info to figure out words:
o Watch how I use the story and the
picture and think about the story
to help me figure out the word…
o Look at the picture and think
about the story to help you.
o (teacher taps the picture)
o What could help you figure that
out?

Uses and locates known words:
o Is there a word you know?
o What words do you know?
o Point at and read the words you
know.

Uses meaning to figure out words:
o What would make sense here?
o What’s going on here?
Understands the book
o After I finish a book, I think about
it. Watch me as I do this.
o What’s the whole book about?
o So what happened?
o What are you thinking?
Reads with fluency
o Notice how I touch under a word,
read it, and move quickly to the
next word.
o Are you moving quickly from
word to word?
o Compliment reading in a voice
slow enough to demonstrate crisp
pointing under each word without
long pauses.
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(B)
Uses cover (title, illustration, etc.)
to get ready to read
o Watch how I read the title, look at
the illustration, and think, “What
might this book be about?”
o Think about the cover to get your
mind ready to read.

Uses illustration as a source of
info to figure out words:
o Watch how I use the story and the
picture and think about the story
to help me figure out the
word…make a prediction about
what will happen…talk about the
character’s feelings.
o Look at the picture and think
about the story to help you.
o (teacher taps the picture)
o What could help you figure that
out?

Uses one to one matching:
o Let me show you how I point
under the words…
o When I come to the end of one
line, watch how I move to the
beginning of the next one.
o Notice how I keep my finger on a
word until I say each part of it
o Point under the words.
o Does it match?
o Were there enough words?
o Check it.

Uses and locates known words:
o Is there a word you know?
o What words do you know?
o Point at and read the words you
know.

Uses meaning to figure out words:
o What would make sense here?
o What’s going on here?
Understands the book
o After I finish a book, I think about
it. Watch me as I do this.
o What’s the whole book about?
o So what happened?
o What are you thinking about what
happened in this book?
Reads with fluency
o Notice how I touch under a word,
read it, and move quickly to the
next word.
o Are you moving quickly from
word to word?
o Expect and compliment reading in
a voice slow enough to
demonstrate crisp pointing under
each word without long pauses.
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(C)
Uses graphophonic info:
o Use the first letter of the word to
help you.
o Check the picture and use the first
letter of the word to help you.
o Think about what’s happening in
the book right now and use the
first letter of the word to help.
o Could it be (child’s miscue) or
(actual text)?
o Does that look right and make
sense?
o Expect and compliment slowing
down to solve a word, then picking
up speed again.
Uses and locates known words:
o What word(s) do you know by
heart?
o Expect and compliment instant
recognition of easy high frequency
words when reading.
Integrates sources of information:
o Read it again and see if it sounds
like book language.
o Read it again and see if it makes
sense.
o Does that sound right and make
sense?
o Does that look right and make
sense?

Uses the pattern as a source of
info:
o Watch how I read and listen for
the pattern because that helps me
with the words.
o Use the first part of the sentence
to predict the next word(s).
o Notice the repeating
words/pattern in this story.
o How does this story go?
Uses pictures, story, or personal
experiences to make predictions.
Integrates sources of information:
o Notice how I make a prediction
about what will happen next
using… (picture, story, or
personal experience).
o Look at ______ and make a
prediction about what will happen
next.
o What do you think will happen
next?

Reads with fluency
o Listen as I read this part
smoothly…now you try it.
o Reread that part in a smooth
voice.
o Make it sound smooth.
o Can you try reading it without
your finger? This will help you
read more smoothly.
Retells and summarizes
o Let’s think about the title and look
back through the pages to help us
think about what happened in the
story…
o Can you predict what will happen
after reading this far in the story?
o What happened in the story?
o What was the book about?
Making Inferences
o Watch how I find information in
the story (or pictures) to support
my idea about this story.
o Why did you say that? Show me
evidence on this page.
o Show me evidence that tells why
you have that idea.
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(D)
Uses graphophonic info:
o Use the first letter(s)/last letter(s)
of the word to help you.
(Consonant blends and digraphs
are more common at the beginning
and endings of words in Level D.)
o Check the picture and use the first
letters/last letters of the word to
help you.
o Think about what’s happening in
the book right now and use the
first letters/last letters of the word
to help.
o Could it be (child’s miscue) or
(actual text)?
o Does that look right and make
sense?
Uses and locates known words:
o Expect and compliment instant
recognition of easy high frequency
words when reading.
Integrates sources of information:
o Read it again and see if it sounds
like book language.
o Read it again and see if it makes
sense.

o Does that sound right and make
sense?
o Does that look right and make
sense?
Uses the pattern as a source of
info:
o Watch how I read and listen for
the pattern because that helps me
with the words.
o Notice how I use the other words
in a sentence to predict what the
next word would be.
o Notice the repeating
words/pattern in this story.
o How does this story go?
Analyzing story to comment on
events or characters.
o Notice how I talk about this part
of the story to show why it is
funny, happy, sad, etc.
o What did you think about this part
of the story?
o Find a part of the story you
thought was _________.

Reads with fluency
o Listen as I read this part smoothly
without using my finger…now
you try it.
o Notice how I use the punctuation
to stop (.), raise my voice at the
end (?), sound excited (!).
o Reread that part in a smooth voice
using just your eyes.
o Make it sound smooth.
Retells and summarizes
o Let’s think about the title and look
back through the pages to help us
think about what happened in the
story…
o What happened in the story?
o What was the book about?
Making Inferences
o Watch how I find information in
the story (or pictures) to support
my idea about this story.
o Why did you say that? Show me
evidence on this page.
o Show me evidence that tells why
you have that idea.
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(E)
Attends to internal parts of words:
o Take a closer look at ____ (teacher
determines the part of the word to
which the student must attend, e.g.
use the consonants plus the next
two letters).
o Do you see a part you know in this
word?
o Move your eyes across that word
letter by part.
Crosschecks with emphasis on
graphophonic information:
(prompts for when student is not
using this source of information)
o Could it be (child’s miscue) or
(actual text)?
o Take a closer look at ____ (teacher
determines the part of the word to
which the student must attend.)
o Does that look right?
o Are you right?
Crosschecks with emphasis on
structure/syntax:
(prompts for when student is not
using this source of information)
o Read it again and make sure it
sounds like it would in a book..
o Could it be ______?
o Does it sound like it would in a
book?
o Are you right? (Ask this even
when the student is correct. This
motivates self-monitoring.)

Crosschecks with emphasis on
meaning:
(prompts for when student is not
using this source of information)
o Use what is happening in the story
with the picture to help you.
o Think more about the
story/picture/character to help you
figure it out.
o Does that make sense?
o Are you right?
Integrates sources of information:
o Read it again and see if it sounds
like book language.
o Read it again and see if it makes
sense.
o Could it be (child’s miscue)?
Self-corrects/crosschecks near
point of error/miscue:
o Go back and read so it makes
sense/sounds right/looks right.
o Check that.
o Why did you stop there?
o How did you know that?
Analyzing story to comment on
events or characters:
o Notice how I talk about this part
of the story to show why it is
funny, happy, sad, etc.
o What did you think about this part
of the story?
o Find a part of the story you
thought was _________.

Reading with fluency
o You don’t need your finger. Use
your eyes.
o Listen to me read it. Now you try
it. (Demonstrate appropriate
stress on words, voice change for
punctuation, phrasing, pausing
and intonation for meaning.)
o Read this book just like you read
______ (name an easier text or a
shared reading text the child
knows well.)
o Say it like the character would say
it.
Retells and summarizes
o Let’s think about the title and look
back through the pages to help us
think about what happened in the
story…
o What happened in the story?
o What was the book about?
Making Inferences
o Watch how I find information in
the story (or pictures) to support
my idea about this story.
o Why did you say that? Show me
evidence on this page.
o Show me evidence that tells why
you have that idea.
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(F)
Reads increasingly more difficult
words using letter by word parts:
o You read the consonant letter(s)
and the next part. Now move on
to the next. (Teacher might show
student how to segment parts of
the word on paper or a small white
board.)
o Did you check across the word to
make sure all parts are correct?
o Move your eyes across the word
checking each part.
o What did you do to help yourself?

o This is like another story we’ve
read, remember ______?
o You are thinking about the story,
are you checking the illustrations?
o You are checking the illustrations,
are you thinking about the story?
o What do you know that can help
you here? (Could be something
student knows about topic, genre,
author, series, character, etc.)

Uses parts from known words to
read unknown words:
o You know ______ (teacher writes
word on a small white board
changing the initial consonants).
See if that helps.
o You know ______. Use that word
to help you read this one.
o Take a closer look at this part.
(Teacher points to the familiar
part).
o Use a word you know to help you.

Begins to self-correct at point of
error using sources of
information:
o Read this again and see if you can
fix this word before you read on
(teacher points to the tricky word).
o You reread and fixed this word.
What helped you? (If the child’s
response suggests that he could
have SCed at the point of error,
discuss what he/she needed to do.)
o Something wasn’t quite right. Go
back and see if you can find it.
o You fixed this word immediately.
Tell me what happened.

Uses context to figure out
unfamiliar words or vocabulary:
o Go back to the beginning of the
sentence, think about what is going
on in the story and then predict
what the word might be.
o Think about what’s going on in
this part to figure out what that
word means.
o What does that mean?

Retells and summarizes
o Let’s think about the title and look
back to help us think about what
happened in the story.
o Retell the story (using qualities of
good retelling)
o Is that a “big event” in the story or
a “little detail”?
o What happened in the story?
o What was the book about?

Integrates sources of meaning:
o (Stop the child at the end of a page
and ask what is happening at that
point of the story. Discuss what
sources of meaning he/she was
attending to.)

Reads with fluency and phrasing:
o Listen to me read it. Now you try.
o Teacher gets an easier book the
child does read fluently. Discuss
what his/her reading sounds like
after reading the easy book, and
encourage the same reading on
another text.

o This is a scary (funny, silly, etc.)
part of the story. Reread this and
make your voice tell what is
happening in the story. (Teacher
models if necessary.)
o Make your reading sound like you
are telling a story.
Analyzing story to comment on
events or characters.
o Notice how I talk about this part
of the story to show why it is
funny, happy, sad, etc.
o What picture did you have in your
mind that helped you to think
about what happened in this part
of the story?
o Can you ask yourself a question
such as, “What happened to me
that would make me feel like this
character does now?” OR “What
do I know about this kind of
situation that would help me to
know if the story is…(happy, sad,
funny, etc.)?
o Find a part of the story you
thought was________.
Making Inferences
o Watch how I find information in
the story (or pictures) to support
my idea about this story.
(Character’s actions, theme,
perspective, making judgments,
personal opinion.)
o Can you think about something
you know that would help you to
talk about what is happening in
the story here? How does that
help you to understand… (the
character, the situation, the mood
of the story, etc.)?
o Why did you say that? Show me
evidence on this page.
o Show me evidence that tells why
you have that idea.
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(G)
Reads increasingly more difficult
words using letter by word parts:
o Use letter/sound analysis (letter by
part) across the word to solve it.
o Did you check across the word to
make sure all parts are correct?
o Move your eyes across the word
checking each part.
o What did you do to help yourself?

o You are thinking about the story.
Are you checking the illustrations
and making pictures in your mind
about what is happening in the
story?
o What do you know that can help
you here? (Could be something
student knows about topic, genre,
author, series, character, etc.)

Uses parts from known words to
read unknown words:
o You know ____ (teacher writes
word on white board) See if that
helps.
o Take a closer look at this part
(teacher points to the familiar
part).
o Use a word you know to help you.

Begins to self-correct at point of
error using sources of
information:
o Read this again and see if you can
fix this word before you read on
(teacher points to the tricky word).
o You reread and fixed this word.
What helped you?
o Something wasn’t quite right. Go
back and see if you can find it.
o You fixed this word immediately.
Tell me what happened.

Uses context to figure out
unfamiliar words or vocabulary:
o Go back to the beginning of the
sentence and think about what’s
going on in this part to figure out
what that word means.
o Did you ever see that word before
in a story or somewhere you’ve
visited?
o What does that mean?
Integrates sources of meaning:
o This is like another story we’ve
read, remember ?
o (Stop the child at the end of a page
and ask what is happening at that
point of the story. Discuss what
sources of meaning he/she was
attending to.)

Retells and summarizes
o Let’s think about the title and look
back through the pages to help us
think about what happened in the
story.
o Retell the story (using qualities of
good retelling)
o Is that a “big event” in the story or
a “little detail”?
o What happened in the story?
o What was the book about?
Reads with fluency and phrasing:
o This is a scary (funny, silly, etc.)
part of the story. Reread this and
make the words tell what is
happening in the story. (Teacher
models if necessary.)

o Teacher gets an easier book the
child does read fluently. Discuss
how attending to meaning and
syntax helps us to read as if we are
telling a story.
o Make your reading sound like you
are telling a story.
Analyzing story to comment on
events or characters.
o What picture did you have in your
mind that helped you to think
about what happened in this part
of the story?
o Can you ask yourself a question
such as, “What happened to me
that would make me feel like this
character does now?” OR “What
do I know about this kind of
situation that would help me to
know if the story is…(happy, sad,
funny, etc.)?”
o Find a part of the story you
thought was ******.
Making Inferences
o Can you think about something
you know that would help you to
talk about what is happening in
the story here? How does that
help you to understand…
(Character’s actions, theme,
perspective, making judgments,
personal opinion.)
o Why did you say that? Show me
evidence on this page.
o Show me evidence that tells why
you have that idea.
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(H)
Deals with more complex
vocabulary/unfamiliar words:
o Did you try all the different sounds
of the letter/letters to help you with
that word?
o You are checking across all parts
of the word, but think about what
is going on in the text to figure out
what it is.
o What does the author tell you in
the story that helps you know what
that word (group of words, or
concept) means?
o Do you know a word like that one
(point to word) that means the
same thing?
Deals with literary structures
including nonfiction:
o We’ve read a text (name it) that
was written just like this part.
o What do we know about the
information in the beginning part
of the sentence, when the author
uses the word “but?” (Same for
pronouns, however, thus, and, so,
furthermore, because, then, here
this etc.)
o Think about how this kind of text
goes…how does that help you
understand?
o This is a problem/solution format,
how can that help you to read this?
(Same for other nonfiction
structures.)

Stops and self-corrects at point of
error:
o Read this again and see if you can
fix this word before you read on
(teacher points to the tricky
word).
o Something wasn’t quite right. Go
back and see if you can find it.
o You fixed this word immediately,
good going! Tell me what
happened.
Reads with fluency and phrasing:
o Use the punctuation in this part to
help you read this like you are
telling a story.
o Read this part again remembering
to read in phrases.
o Make a picture in your mind about
what is going on in this part of the
story, then reread this and make
the words tell what is happening in
the story.
o Does your reading sound like you
are telling a story?
Envisions the text to compensate
for lower picture support
o Because there’s no illustration,
let’s get a picture in our mind for
what’s going on. I’ll start…
o Stop and picture what’s going on
here…
o What are you thinking?

Keeps the accumulating story
events (or content) in mind:
o Are you making a picture in your
mind of what this is about?
o Stop the child at the end of
several paragraphs or pages and
ask what is happening at that
point of the story.
o This part is like another story
we’ve read, remember ______.
(Teacher tells the story part.) (Use
a similar prompt for attending to
illustrations, story content, or text
connections.)
o Is that a “big event” in the story
or a “little detail”?
o Let’s think about this section and
look back through the pages to
help us think about what
happened so far in the story.
Retells and Summarizes
o Is that a “big event” in the story or
a “little detail”?
o What happened in the story?
o What was the book about?
Making Inferences
o Find a part of the story that made
you feel a certain way. Tell me
why. (Character’s actions, theme,
perspective, making judgments,
personal opinion.)
o Why did you say that? Show me
evidence on this page.
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(I)
Deals with more complex
vocabulary/unfamiliar words:
o Did you try all the different
strategies we use to figure out the
word? (Consonants + the next two,
taking the word apart, using letter
sequence, thinking what the word
might mean, etc.).
o You are checking across all parts
of the word, but think about what
is going on in the text to figure out
what it is.
o What does the author tell you in
the story that helps you know what
that word (group of words, or
concept) means?
o Do you know a word like that one
(point to word) that means the
same thing?
Deals with literary structures
including nonfiction:
o We’ve read a text (name it) that
was written just like this part.
o What do we know about the
information in the beginning part
of the sentence, when the author
uses the word “but?” (Same for
pronoun reference, there, here,
where, this, however, thus, and, so,
furthermore, because, then, etc.)
o Think about how this kind of text
goes…how does that help you
understand?
o How can we think about those
words (e.g. I can’t nail him down.)
to see what they really mean?
o This is a problem/solution format,
how can that help you to read this?
(Same for other nonfiction
structures.)
o Instead of “said Dad,” this author
used “yelled Dad.” How does that
help you understand Dad’s feeling
in this part of the story?

Stops and self-corrects at point of
error:
o Read this again and see if you can
fix this word before you read on
(teacher points to the tricky
word).
o Something wasn’t quite right. Go
back and see if you can find it.
o You fixed this word immediately,
good going! Tell me what
happened.
Reads with fluency and phrasing:
o Use the punctuation in this part to
help you read this like you are
telling a story.
o Read this part again remembering
to read in phrases.
o This is a scary (funny, silly, etc.)
part of the story. Reread this and
make the words tell what is
happening in the story.
o Make a picture in your mind about
what is going on in this part of the
story, then reread this and make
the words tell what is happening in
the story.
o Does your reading sound like you
are telling a story?
Envisions the text to compensate
for lower picture support
o Because there’s no illustration,
let’s get a picture in our mind for
what’s going on. I’ll start…
o Stop and picture what’s going on
here…
o Can you ask yourself a question
that will help you picture this part
of the story? [e.g. How does this
character (or situation) compare
to me when I experienced the same
thing?]
o What are you thinking?

Keeps the accumulating story
events (or content) in mind:
o Are you making a picture in your
mind of what this is about?
o Stop the child at the end of a
several paragraphs or pages and
ask what is happening at that
point of the story. Ask student to
predict what would come next.
o This part is like another story
we’ve read, remember ______.
(Teacher tells the story part.) (Use
a similar prompt for attending to
illustrations, story content, or text
connections.)
o Is that a “big event” in the story
or a “little detail”?
o Let’s think about this section and
look back through the pages to
help us think about what
happened so far in the story.
Retells and Summarizes
o Is that a “big event” in the story or
a “little detail”?
o What happened in the story?
o What was the book about?
Making Inferences
o Can you think about something
you know that would help you to
talk about what is happening in
the story here? How does that
help you to understand…
(Character’s actions, theme,
perspective, making judgments,
personal opinion.)
o Why did you say that? Show me
evidence on this page.
o Show me evidence that tells why
you have that idea.
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(J)
Deals with more complex
vocabulary:
o Read back and read ahead a bit to
see if it helps you figure out what
that word says/means.
o Have you ever seen that word
somewhere you have visited?
o What does the author tell you in
the story that helps you know
about that word (group of words,
or concept)?
o Do you know a word like that one
(point to word) that means the
same thing?
o How can you help yourself
understand what that means/says?
Deals with literary structures:
o We’ve read a text (name it) that
was written just like this part.
o What do you know already about
how this kind of text tends to go?
o Think about how this kind of text
goes…how does that help you
understand?
Word solving is under control and
independent—at the point of error
(if the word is in the reader’s
vocabulary):
o Let me remind you how we break
a word into parts (e.g. wondering
= won+der+ing).
o How does meaning change when
you add –er or –est to a word (e.g.
happy, happier, happiest)?

o Read this again and see if you can
fix this word before you read on
(teacher points to the tricky
word).
o Something wasn’t quite right. Go
back and see if you can find it.
o You fixed this word immediately,
good going!
Communicates understanding of
the text:
o (Ask child to retell the text/a part
of the text just read)
o What are you picturing as you
read?
o How did your ideas (about
character(s), the situation, the
mood, etc.) change as you read
through the text?
o Stop and think about what’s going
on in the story.
o Predict what is going to happen
next in the story. (Student uses
text structure, personal
experiences, content knowledge,
or knowledge of similar stories.)
o What is the big message the
author is trying to give us in this
text?
o What was the problem in this
story and how was it solved? If
the problem was not solved, why
wasn’t it?
o What does the author what us to
think/feel/believe about the
story/character/information?

Reads with fluency and phrasing:
o Use the punctuation in this part to
help you read this like you were
telling a story.
o Show that you can demonstrate
reading with appropriate stress on
words, pausing and reading in
phrases, using proper intonation
on words, phrases and sentences,
and responding to punctuation.
o Read this part again trying to read
in longer phrases. (Same for stress
on words, intonation, and
punctuation.)
o Read that again and try to sound
like that character. (A similar
prompt could be used with any
story element to encourage fluent
reading.)
o Does your reading sound like you
are telling a story?
Making Inferences
o Can you think about something
you know that would help you to
talk about what is happening in
the story here? How does that
help you to understand…
(Character’s actions or motives,
story theme, perspective, making
judgments, personal opinion.)
o Why did you say that? Show me
evidence on this page.
o Show me evidence that tells why
you have that idea.
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(K)
Deals with more complex
vocabulary:
o Read back and read ahead a bit to
see if it helps you figure out what
that word says/means.
o What does the author tell you in
the story that helps you know
about that word (group of words,
or concept)?
o Do you know a word like that one
(point to word) that means the
same thing?
o How can you help yourself
understand what that means/says
(e.g. using sentence context,
graphics, envisioning, or
definitions embedded in text)?
Deals with literary structures:
o We’ve read a text (name it) that
was written just like this part.
o What do you know already about
how this kind of text tends to go?
How did what you know about this
genre help you to understand this
story?
o When you read things such as,
“The boat cut deep waves in the
lake.” “I can land my own fish.”
”My sister is fond of fish.” How
can you figure out what the words
(cut, land, and fond) really mean?
o “And they wrapped the bird in
grapevine leaves, and put it in the
ground.” There is no picture on
this page. Did you use all the parts
of the sentence (e.g.. embedded
prepositional phrases) to envision
what was happening in this part of
the story?
o “I thought I’d take him for a
walk,” said D.W. “But when he
saw the leash he went wild!”
Remember, D.W. is still saying the
second part of the quotation,
because it is all on the same line.
o Think about how this kind of text
goes…how does that help you
understand?

Word solving is under control and
independent—at the point of
error (if the words are in the
reader’s vocabulary):
o Every syllable in a long word has
a vowel. Let me show you how
that can help you take apart a
word. (excitement = ex/cite/ment)
o Read this again and see if you can
fix this word before you read on
(teacher points to the tricky
word).
o Something wasn’t quite right. Go
back and see if you can find it.
o You fixed this word immediately,
good going!

Reads with fluency and phrasing:
o Use the punctuation in this part to
help you read this like you were
telling a story.
o Read this part again trying to read
it in longer phrases.
o Read that again and try to sound
like that character. (A similar
prompt could be used with any
story element to encourage fluent
reading.)
o Think about what’s happening in
this part and read it with the
meaning in your voice.
o Does your reading sound like you
are telling a story?

Communicates understanding of
the text:
o Did you use the title (and blurb on
the back of the book if any) to
help you predict what this story
would be about?
o Ask student to retell the text/a part
of the text just read. Did you
blend all the little details into one
episode, then another, then
another across the story?
o What are you picturing as you
read?
o Stop and think about what’s going
on in the story. What do you
think will happen next?
o Did you change your opinion
about some aspect of this text as
you read to the end? Why?
o How might the character have
behaved differently in this story?
o What is the big message the
author is trying to give us in this
text?
o What does the author want us to
think/feel/believe about the
story/character/information?

Making Inferences
o Can you think about something
you know that would help you
to talk about what is happening
in the story here? How does
that help you to understand…
(Character’s actions or
motives, story theme,
perspective, making judgments,
personal opinion.)
o Did you think about what that
character was like by what he
said, by what he thought, by what
he did, or by what other characters
said about him?
o Can you think about something
you know that would help you to
talk about what is happening in
the story here? How does that
help you to understand…
(character’s actions or motives,
story theme, perspective, making
judgments, personal opinion.)
o Why did you say that? Show me
evidence on this page.
o Show me evidence that tells why
you have that idea.
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(L)
Deals with more complex
vocabulary:
o Read back and read ahead a bit to
see if it helps you figure out what
that word says/means.
o What does the author tell you in
the story that helps you know
about that word (group of words,
or concept)?
o Do you know a word like that one
(point to word) that means the
same thing?
o How can you help yourself
understand what that means/says
(e.g. using sentence context,
graphics, envisioning, or
definitions embedded in text)?
Deals with literary structures:
o We’ve read a text (name it) that
was written just like this part.
o What do you know already about
how this kind of text tends to go?
How did what you know about this
genre help you to understand this
story?
o Someone asked Harry if he was
going to go on a dangerous ride.
Harry’s fist froze with fear. Did
his hand really get “icy?”
o Since you are reading more
difficult books, not all lines of
people talking are marked with
“said ***.” You must remember
that every time a new line of
dialogue starts another person is
talking.
Word solving is under control and
independent—at the point of error
(if the words are in the reader’s
vocabulary):
o Every syllable in a long word has
a vowel. Let me show you how
that can help you take apart a
word. (insurance = in/sur/ance)

Notice the irregularity that the silent
e does not create a long vowel.
When a word has double consonant
letters in the middle, you usually
divide between the two consonants
(drummer = drum/mer).
o When a word has double
consonant letters in the middle,
you usually divide between the
two consonants (drummer =
drum/mer).
o Sometimes the open/closed
syllable rule will help you with a
word. To read the word “shaded”
try (shad-ed) or (sha-ded), then
think about the story. “The big
tree sha-ded the house.” It sounds
right, looks right, and makes
sense.
o Read this again and see if you can
fix this word before you read on
(teacher points to the tricky
word).
o Something wasn’t quite right. Go
back and see if you can find it.
o You fixed this word immediately,
good going!
Communicates understanding of
the text:
o (Ask child to retell the text/a part
of the text just read)
o What are you picturing as you
read?
o Stop and think about what’s going
on in the story.
o What is the big message the
author is trying to give us in this
text?
o What does the author what us to
think/feel/believe about the
story/character/information?

Reads with fluency and phrasing:
o Use the punctuation in this part to
help you read this like you were
telling a story.
o Read this part again trying to read
it in longer phrases.
o Read that again and try to sound
like that character. (A similar
prompt could be used with any
story element to encourage fluent
reading.)
o Think about what’s happening in
this part and read it with the
meaning in your voice.
o Does your reading sound like you
are telling a story?
Making Inferences
o Can you think about something
you know that would help you
to talk about what is happening
in the story here? How does
that help you to understand…
(Character’s actions or
motives, story theme,
perspective, making judgments,
personal opinion.)
o Did you think about what that
character was like by what he
said, by what he thought, by what
he did, or by what other characters
said about him?
o Can you think about something
you know that would help you to
talk about what is happening in
the story here? How does that
help you to understand…
(character’s actions or motives,
story theme, perspective, making
judgments, personal opinion.)
o Why did you say that? Show me
evidence on this page.
o Show me evidence that tells why
you have that idea.
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(M)
Deals with more complex and
sometimes technical vocabulary
o What is happening in the story
right now? How does this word
fit in to this part of the story (or
idea or group of words)?
o What’s another word or group of
words that would make sense
here?
o How can you help yourself
understand what that means/says?

Reads with fluency and phrasing
o Read this part again trying to read
it in longer phrases.
o Read that again and make it sound
like you’re in a movie.
o Think about what’s happening in
that part and read it with meaning
in your voice.
o Read this part out loud using your
best story voice, then re-read
silently, but hear it the same way
in your head. Now read on and
hear every sentence that way.
Word solving is under control and
independent – at the point of error
(if the word is in the reader’s
vocabulary)
o Read this again and see if you can
fix this word before you read on.
o Something wasn’t quite right. Go
back and see if you can find it.
o You fixed this word immediately.
Good! Go!

Deals with longer chapters and few
illustrations
o Ask student to retell the part just
read
o How does this part go with the
page before? And the page before
that?
o So there’s no picture on these
pages. Tell me what you’re
picturing in your mind right here.
o What’s the big thing that’s
happening in this chapter? How
does it fit in with what you’ve
read so far?

Begins to think about more abstract
themes/universal themes
o What is the big problem that is at
the heart of this story? How does
this problem exist in the real
world?
o What feels real about the
problems that the characters are
dealing with? Where have you
seen similar situations?
o What issues are the characters
dealing with in this book? How
do they deal with them?

Uses literary features of the text to
understand and track multiple
characters
o What do you know about this
character? Show me a part where
you thought that about this
person.
o Read this part where the character
talks – read it in the way you
think this person would say it.
o What do other characters in the
book think about [name
character]?
o How do you expect this character
to change [if in the beginning] OR
how has this character changed [if
in the middle or end]?
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(N)
Deals with longer descriptive words
and some figurative language
o This word seems to be describing
____. What else do you know
about _____ that can help you
understand what this word
means?
o This word (or phrase) doesn’t
make sense if we think about
what it usually means. What’s
another meaning that would work
for this word (or phrase) here?
o How did you read this part and
make it make sense to you?

Reads with fluency and phrasing
(most same as M)
o Notice this part, where the word
is cut in two because it doesn’t fit
on the line. Practice reading so
that you don’t slow down when
you hit the end of the line.
o Read that again and make it sound
like you’re in a movie.
o Think about what’s happening in
that part and read it with meaning
in your voice.
o Read this part out loud using your
best story voice, then re-read
silently, but hear it the same way
in your head. Now read on and
hear every sentence that way.
Word solving is under control and
independent – at the point of error
(if the word is in the reader’s
vocabulary)
o Read this again and see if you can
fix this word before you read on.
o Something wasn’t quite right. Go
back and see if you can find it.
o You fixed this word immediately.
Good! Go!

Deals with longer chapters and few
illustrations (same as M)
o Ask student to retell the part just
read
o How does this part go with the
page before? And the page before
that?
o So there’s no picture on these
pages. Tell me what you’re
picturing in your mind right here.
o What’s the big thing that’s
happening in this chapter? How
does it fit in with what you’ve
read so far?

Notices and thinks about the
important human problems in the
text
o What is the big problem that is at
the heart of this story? Why is it
an important problem?
o What feels important about the
problems that the characters are
dealing with?
o What important issues are the
characters dealing with in this
book? What makes these issues
important in the world?

Uses literary features, including
some descriptive and figurative
passages, to understand multiple
characters
o Read this part where the character
talks – read it in the way you
think this person would say it.
o What do other characters in the
book say about this character?
What do they mean?
o What does this description tell us
about the character or the
character’s life?
o This passage is a comparison
(point out a simile or a metaphor).
What is the author comparing
here and why?
o How do you expect this character
to change [if in the beginning] OR
how has this character changed [if
in the middle or end]?
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Oral Reading Fluency Scale

Non fluent

Fluent

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Reads primarily in larger, meaningful phrase groups. Although some
regressions, repetitions, and deviations from text may be present, these do
not appear to detract from the overall structure of the text. Preservation of
the author’s syntax is consistent. Most of the text is read with expressive
interpretation.
Reads primarily in three- or four-word phrase groups. Some small
groupings may be present. However, the majority of phrasing seems
appropriate and preserves the syntax of the author. Some expressive
interpretation is present; this may be inconsistent across the reading of the
text.
Reads primarily in two-word phrases with some three- or four-word
groupings. Some word-by-word reading may be present. Word groupings
may seem awkward and unrelated to larger context of sentence or passage.
Beginning a little expressive interpretation, frequently first seen when
reading dialogue.
Reads primarily word-by-word. Occasional two-word or three-word
phrases may occur—but these are infrequent and/or they do not preserve
meaningful syntax. No expressive interpretation.

Adapted from: U.S. Department of Education, Institute of Education Services, National Center for Education Statistics, National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 2002 Oral Reading Study.
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Sources of Information and Prompts to Use When
Conferring with Readers and Writers
Source of Information
One to One Match
Matching spoken word with printed word using meaning
(not necessarily with accuracy).

♦
♦
♦

Monitoring
As we read and write we notice something is not right
and may look and correct it.

Meaning
As we read and write, we use our experiences, our
knowledge, and what we know about what is happening
in the text to make sense of the whole text.
♦ Thinking about what the text is about
♦ Constructing the meaning of the story as we read
and write each page.
♦ Using our experiences and what we know about the
world to make sense in the text.
♦ Using the pictures as a resource to make sense of
what is happening in the text. (Pictures after level D
are not that helpful.)
Syntax
We use our knowledge of the way sentences are written
in books to make sense of the texts we read and write.
♦ Using what you know about the English language
and being able to predict and know what kind of
word comes next as you read and write a sentence
that would be in a book. (For breakfast Heather
loves to eat ________ (knowing that a noun will
most likely go here.)

Visual/Graphophonics (only for readers in levels C
(TC Group 2) & higher!)
As we read and write, we match the words we say to the
letters/sounds and word parts we see.
♦ Using our knowledge of letters and sounds to read
and write words
♦ Using our knowledge of parts (or chunks) of words
we know to read and write the words.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Prompts to Use
Point to the words
Did it match? Did you have just enough words? Try it
again.
Try it again. Read it with your finger and be sure it
matches.
You said . . . . .Does that make sense?
Something wasn’t quite right?
Were you right? How did you know?
Why did you stop? What did you notice?
Readers stop when something they notice is not right.
Think about what’s happening in the story. Check the
picture. Does that make sense?
Reread and see if that makes sense.
Reread, use the first sound and think about what is
happening here. Try something that makes sense, sounds
right and looks right.
Reread, use the first part of the word (first 3 or 4 letters)
and think about what is happening here. Try something
that make sense sounds right and looks right,
Try that again and think what would make sense here.
Could it be ________? (supply the word when a child is
completely stuck) Are you right? How do you know?

♦ Reread the page or part before. Think about how it
sounds. Try something that sounds right.
♦ Does that sound right? Reread and make it sound right.
♦ Does that sound like how the book is talking? Reread
and make it sound like how the book talks.
♦ Try that again and make it sound like it would in a book.
♦ What would sound right here?
♦ Can we say it that way when reading and writing a
sentence for a book?
♦ Does that sound like the way we read sentences from
books?
♦ You said _____. Does that sound right? (when a child is
completely stuck)
Reading
♦ Does that look right?
♦ Do you know a word that begins like that?
♦ What letter would you expect to see at the beginning? At
the end?
♦ Check the picture. Think about what is happening in the
story then use the letter sounds or word parts.
♦ What sound do you see in that word?
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Inactive/Passive Reader/Writer
When a word is tricky we don’t stop and wait./ When
our writing has a problem we don’t just ignore it. We
try something!
Cross-Checking
As we read and write, we check to see that what we are
reading or what we are writing makes sense, sounds
right, and looks right. We check one source of
information against another when we come across an
error or unknown word.
Self-correcting
As we read and write, we notice that something is not
right (i.e. does not make sense, sound right, or look
right), we search and check for more information to
correct it.

Fluent Reading and Writing
Our reading should sound like conversation; have
intonation, and expression to help make sense of what
we are reading.
As we write we are able to use print strategies to write
down the words in our text on the run. We reread to see
if our text makes sense, sounds right, and looks right.

♦ Try it and reread to see if it makes sense, sounds right,
and looks right.
♦ (writing) Say the word and write down what you hear.
Say the word again and write down what you hear.
♦ (writing) Reread to see if it makes sense, looks right,
sounds right.
♦ Hmm! What could you do? (Child responds.) Okay try
that now.
♦ You might try rereading. Try that now.
♦ Check it. It could be ______, but does it make sense?
Sound right? Look right? Are you right? How do you
know?
♦ Check it. It makes sense and sounds right but does it
look right? Are you right? How do you know?
♦ Check it. It sounds right and looks right, but does it
make sense? Are you right? How do you know.
♦ Something was not quite right. Go back and try that
again.
♦ You fixed that up.
♦ Was there a tricky part? Can you find it?
♦ Were you right? How did you know? (Use this when a
new strategy is being acquired; stop this prompt when
the strategy is mastered.)
Reading
♦ Can you put your words together faster?
♦ Try to read it like you were talking.
♦ Try it like this. (Teacher models.)
♦ Find an easier book the child reads fluently. After
reading the easy book, say, ‘Now read this one just as
you read that one.’
Writing
♦ Say the word. Write down what you hear.
♦ Move to the next word.
♦ Reread to see if it makes sense, sounds right, and looks
right.

Based on the work of Nancy Anderson, Gay Su Pinnell, and
the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project
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Emergent Storybook Reading Conferring Sheet
Name _____________________________Book ________________ Date _______________________
(Using the Examples from a Child Reading Caps for Sale at Various Stages)
Classification Scheme

Conferring Suggestions

An Example of a Child
Conferring Notes
Reading
Category: Story not formed and reading governed by pictures
(Using meaning and syntax sources of information)
1. Labeling and
Add action and comments
“Look at that guy. He’s
commenting
got a lot of hats on his
head…”
2. Labels with actions,
Add more action towards the
“The guy is walking
which follow the action big idea: What’s that?
through the town…”
on the page.
What’s happening?
Category: Story formed and reading governed by pictures and sounds like oral language
(Using meaning and syntax sources of information)
3. Dialogic
Mimic the child’s noticings in “You see this is a story
Storytelling—telling the the picture using dialogic
about a guy who sells hats
story in dialogue using
storytelling and extend.
for 50 cents. He says,
the pictures and oral
‘Caps for Sale! Caps for
language.
Sale!’”
4. Monologic
Comment on the picture using A guy tries to sell hats. He
Storytelling—telling the story or narrative language.
does not sell any. He rests
story in narrative
under a tree. Then
sequence not in dialogue
monkeys steal his hats.
using the pictures and
oral language.
Category: Story formed and reading governed by pictures and sounds like story/written language
(Using meaning and syntax sources of information)
5. Reading using the
Use story language as you add “The guy walked for a
pictures with a mix of
to what’s happening.
long time. He said, ‘I’m
oral storytelling and
going to rest here.’”
story language.
6. Sounds like the child Connect one page to another
“He walked for a long
is reading using story
(by linking the actions and
time until he came to a
language without
events from one page to the
tree. He sat down and
elaboration—but he is
next) using transition words
leaned back…”
really using the picture. and reading with expression.
Category: Story formed and reading governed by pictures and sounds like story/written language
(Using meaning and syntax sources of information)
7. Sounds like the child Be an active listener,
“He walked for a long
is reading the story with responding to what is
time until he came to a
elaboration, but she is
happening in the story as the
tree, (pause) a great big
really using the picture. child reads: “Oh! Wow! Oh,
tree. ‘That’s a nice place
my, what’s next?”
for a rest,’ thought he.
And he sat down very
slowly and leaned back
little by little against the
tree-trunk…”
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Classification Scheme

Conferring Suggestions

An Example of a
Conferring Notes
Child Reading
Category: Story formed and reading may be refused, because print is noticed
(Noticing visual information but only using meaning and syntax)
8. Print Refused—
Remind the child that he
“I can’t read this book.
Child may refuse to
has been reading the book
I don’t know the
read, because he
already and read with him
words.”
noticed the print and
using all he knows about
“What are these
realized he needs to
meaning, pictures, story
words?”
use it to read the story. language and expression.

Category: Story formed and reading is governed mostly by pictures, sounds like written language and a little
print (a word or two like a refrain or dialogue) may be used
(Using meaning and syntax sources of information and beginning to use visual information)
9a. Comprehension—
Respond to content of the
The child reads
Reads text connecting book as the child reads.
consecutive pages just
all the pages together.
Continue to help her by
like Stage 7 and adds
adding in meaning, story
comments (and points
9b. Letter-sound—
using her finger), such
Reads text connecting language and connections
from page to page and
as, “Look, there is the
pages and as an aside
letter ‘c’ or here is the
identifies some letters. event to event.
word ‘caps’.”
9c.Word—Reads text
connecting pages and
as an aside identifies
some known words.

Category: Story formed and reading is governed mostly by pictures, sounds like written language and a little
print (a word or two like a refrain or dialogue) may be used
(Using meaning and syntax sources of information and beginning to use visual information)
10. Reads with
Respond to the child’s
The child reads through
expression and by
reading and encourage
the whole book as if he
connecting all the parts expression and connection
is reading it to you.
of the story together.
of the text and pictures
(And points to the
from one page to another.
words not matching one
to one).
11. Cross checks the
As always, respond
The child reads through
reading of the story
emotionally to the meaning the whole book as if
with some print on the of the book as the child
she is reading it to you.
page and revises when reads. Add in meaning and (And matches some
needed using meaning, story language where
words on the page by
pictures, story
applicable.
pointing with what she
language and print.
is saying).
Sulzby, E. (1994). Children's emergent reading of favorite storybooks. In R. B. Ruddell, M. R. Ruddell, & H. Singer (Eds.), Theoretical models and processes of
reading, 4th ed. (244-280). Newark, DE: International Reading Association.
Sulzby, E. (2003-2007) Research and Implementation of Emergent Reading and Writing, Region One, New York City Department of Education: Bronx, New
York.
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A Five-Day Shared Reading Plan
An excerpt from Units of Study for Teaching Reading, Grade 1: Building Good Reading Habits

Structures across the Day
Warm Up: We recommend starting each day by quickly rereading some familiar texts. This warms students up
for the work ahead, and builds confidence and excitement. These repeated reads are a way to reinforce fluency.
Book Introduction: We recommend introducing one or two texts a week. Not only will this give students an
orientation to the new book, but it also sets you up to work on word solving skills (using guess the covered
word) as well as to build fluency and comprehension.
Rereading of the Text with a Focus: This is the bulk of the shared reading lesson. Each day, you’ll focus on a
different aspect of reading, such as fluency, word solving, or vocabulary, however, you’ll always want to keep
in mind that the primary purpose of reading is comprehension and the effective orchestration of strategies.
After Reading: On some days, you might want to have a brief (1-2 minute) activity after the reading. This
might be a word work activity in the same format you might end a guided reading lesson, such as playing a
game with a star name, sorting magnetic letters on a white board, asking children to write a few words on
individual whiteboards, finding words on the word wall or looking through their own writing. You may wish to
do an inquiry study, in which you ask kids to talk to their partner about what they noticed about words today.
Other days, you might end with a quick turn and talk focusing on comprehension.
Selecting the Text
In general, you’ll want to pick books that are slightly above the independent reading level of the bulk of your
class. If you chose a book for which you have multiple copies, you’ll want to be sure to give your students
access to these same books so they can read them independently. In addition, any of the warm up texts you read
(poems, songs or interactive writing you’ve done together) can also be added to students’ book baggies.
Developing Your Focus
Shared reading is most effective when the skills practiced are those that students need most to strengthen their
reading. Closely analyzing your data is critical to planning successful shared reading. Look over formal and
informal running records along with your notes to look for patterns and trends. What kinds of word study,
reading process, vocabulary and fluency work do your students most need? Use this information to help you
pick and choose which activities you’ll do each day across the week. If many of your students are struggling
with fluency, for example, you’ll tuck in additional fluency work throughout the week.
TEXT SELECTION
Ollie the Stomper by Olivier Dunrea. Green Light Readers Houghton Mifflin Harcourt ISBN: 978-0-54414676-1
We chose Ollie the Stomper by Olivier Dunrea because it features sweet characters and provides an engaging
storyline with repetition that young readers can hold onto. We also chose a text that is at the higher end of the
benchmark text level for this time of year (Levels D/E). This way, students can work on word-solving strategies
that are in their general zone of proximal development and in a text which, through some scaffolded supportive
reading, students could pick up on their own and read with high accuracy and comprehension.

DAY 1: Using Meaning, Syntax, and Visuals to Solve Tricky Words
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On this day, you’ll introduce a song and a book. You’ll want to prepare by rereading both of these texts so you
can refresh your memory of the stories and identify words for word-solving activities. At the same time, you
can think about how you might use the shared reading to reinforce habits that you’re teaching in your unit of
study such as: setting yourself up to read with a sneak peek, studying pictures, rereading with smooth voices,
and so on. Finally, rereading the texts before the shared reading will help ensure that you will read them to your
kids with a fluent voice.
You’ll want to encourage your first graders to chime in with you as often as they can--and you’ll be amazed at
how many will be willing to jump in. Because these texts are a bit higher level, you will not be pointing word
by word any longer; rather you will point line by line. This will help readers read beyond word by word in two-,
three-, and four-word phrases.
Because this is the will be your students’ first encounter with these texts, it’s a perfect time for them to practice
using all three sources of information: meaning, syntax, and visuals (MSV) to tackle tricky words. To prepare
for your lesson, you will need to choose a few words in the text that you and the children will pay extra
attention to. Cover these words with Post-it notes. Then, as you read with the kids, you’ll stop at the covered
words and guide students in using their word-solving strategies to figure out each word. When choosing which
words to cover, keep in mind the word work students are doing at these levels. For example, if you are teaching
digraphs (/ch/, /sh/, /th/, etc.), you might partially cover words that begin that way. Allow students to see each
digraph and to make some guesses about what the word might be. Then reveal the last part of the word so they
can confirm or revise their guesses. After reading, you’ll want to think about any important comprehension
points, possibly connected to the unit of study, such as retelling with key details.
DAY 1 FOCUS
• Rallying your readers to say, “We are strong readers! Let’s use all that we learned last year in reading, to
read together!”
• Building a classroom community around reading
• Reminding students of some of the basic word-solving skills they learned last year, and beginning to
teach new ways to solve words on the run, using MSV.
WARM-UP: Make New Friends
Quickly reread a familiar text (a poem, song, chant, or chart) to build confidence, excitement, and
fluency.
To warm your class up for reading, you’ll read the text and invite students to chime in. You might say,
“Readers, to warm up today, let’s read Make New Friends. I’ll point, line by line, as we read aloud together.
Let’s read and sing together. Will you join me?
Make new friends,
but keep
the old.
One is silver
and the other’s
gold.
A circle is round,
it has
no end.
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That's how long,
I will be
your friend.
Silver is precious,
gold is too.
I am precious,
and so
are you.
Across the land,
across the sea,
friends forever
we will always be.”
You’ll want to reread this song, so you can get more children to participate and to practice scooping up the
words on each line to read with rhythm and fluency. You might say, “Readers in the back rows, will you snap
your fingers like this? And readers in the front rows, will you tap your knees like this? Let’s read together and
keep to the rhythm of the song.” As you read you might say, “Let’s read this part again. Echo what I say.” Then
you would read a part first and have the class read it back, like an echo. You might also say, “Readers, let’s
scoop up more words with our eyes. Let’s read this part again.”
BOOK INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING: Ollie the Stomper, by Olivier Dunrea
Give a book introduction to provide a gist of the story and entice readers.
Recruit the class to join in a shared reading of a book that will thread its way across the week and eventually the
year: Ollie the Stomper. This will surely become one of the class’ favorite books, so you will want to create
enthusiasm right from the start.
As you place the enlarged text up on the easel, you might say, “Some of you may know the characters in this
book from last year. In this story, we meet Ollie. He’s a gosling just like his friends Gossie and Gertie. I wonder
what we’ll find out about this little gosling.”
You may decide to preview the text.
Do a sneak peek. Talk about the title and cover. Leaf through a few pictures talking about what might happen in
the text. Don’t do too much because you’ll want to spend the majority of your shared reading time reading
together.
Read the book from cover to cover, with a fluent and expressive voice. Invite children to chime in right
from the start.
Read with a fluent voice, and silently urge kids to catch up to you. You’ll want to avoid reading in a staggered
way by slowing down to match the voices of your readers. Remember that your readers understand the concept
of word. You’ll find that the group develops momentum as you read along, and before you know it your
meeting area will be filled with smiling, engaged readers.
As you read, cover four to five words or parts of words, so students can practice cross-checking sources
of information (MSV) as they read.
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You’ll want to encourage students to use the three sources of information to help them think about and solve the
words. Cover words in a few different ways to reflect different ways of decoding. First you might cover up an
entire word--a noun or verb to start so that the word holds a lot of meaning. For example, you might cover
tromp or straw on page 9. As students read the sentence they will need to anticipate and determine a word that
would fit based on syntax as well as meaning. The object isn’t to get the word right on the first guess; rather, it
is to help students develop flexibility and persistence.
After the children have made several guesses, uncover the first word part. Then ask, “Which of our answers fit
these letter sounds? What looks correct, right now?” Then you could ask students, “What letters do we expect to
see at the end?” Reveal the word. Reread the word and then the sentence with phrasing and fluency--that is to
say, “smooth out” the read.
If none of the choices match the words generated, then you’ll want to reread the sentences and use the letters
that are there. You could do this kind of work on this read. You might want to have partially- covered words to
then come upon and use. You want to say to students, “Let’s say the first part of the word and think, ‘What
would make sense?” Then you can peel the Post-it away and confirm the ending. Now go back and ‘smooth out’
the read and check in with your students, asking, “Does it sound right? Look right? AND Make sense? Let’s
keep reading!”
Lastly, you might decide to cover up a few parts of a word and practice “chunking” the word with your
students. Specifically, you might choose to cover the words pumpkins, follow, or piggery. This teaches them
how to make their way through parts of words. As you peel away parts, begin to say the parts together, while
reminding students to think about what word would make sense. After you make your way through the word
and say it, you might say to your students, “Does that make sense here? Does that fit with what is happening in
this part of the story? Then, let’s reread this part and ‘smooth it out.’”
AFTER READING
Remember to do something at the end of the book.
After reading, you might say to your students, “Wow! Ollie is a funny gosling. He wanted to have boots just
like Gossie and Gertie. But then what happened? Let’s retell the story together. What happened in the
beginning, middle and the end of the story?” Then you could open to the first few pages and say, “Let’s start
remembering the beginning! Ollie wanted boots just like Gossie and Gertie. So he stomps after them and shouts,
‘I want boots!’… wait, what happened next? Turn and retell the next few parts to your partner.”

DAY 2: CROSS-CHECKING SOURCES OF INFORMATION (MSV)
On this day, you’ll reread both the poem and the big book with a focus on cross-checking words by using all
three sources of information. Spend ample time prompting and looking at words, all the while thinking about
how students can confirm their reading to monitor accuracy. Help them use MSV to check in with their reading,
not only when they read accurately, and when they miscue as well. As readers move into levels F and G, you’ll
want to coach them to self-correct closer to the point of error. Therefore, you’ll want to model checking your
reading when you’ve made an error and also when you’ve solved the word correctly. Students need to
understand that after checking their attempt they either need to make another attempt and try again, or verify
that their attempt is correct and keep on reading. If you only ever model checking when you’ve made an error,
students may not realize that they also need to check when they’ve gotten it right. You’ll also support children
to develop more fluency on this second read of the text
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DAY 2 FOCUS
• Orchestrating the sources of information
• Cross-checking one source with another source, asking, “Does it make sense? Does it sound right? Does
it look right?”
• Reading for comprehension
• Developing more fluency
WARM-UP: Make New Friends
Read the song Make New Friends. As you read, ask students to invent hand signals or gestures that go with the
words of the song. Also, you might ask kids to use their facial expressions to express different meanings in the
different parts of the song. Reread the text with your students a second time, incorporating hand gestures and
facial expressions!
Later this month you might decide to warm up with Ollie the Stomper. You can ask students to think about
certain parts--and the gestures and facial expressions that could accompany those parts! This will help to build
more engagement and support students in further expressing their thoughts about the story.
SECOND READING: Ollie the Stomper
Remind readers to continue using all they know to solve words and to check that they are reading with
accuracy.
You’ll read the book again, complimenting the hard work children did yesterday and telling them that today
those tricky words will be a bit easier, but that you’ll still find places in the text where you need to ensure
they’re reading the words correctly. Use the prompts, “Does that makes sense, sound right, and look right?” as
you did yesterday.
You may decide to have a few words highlighted with highlighter tape or with Wikki Stix around or under the
word--just something to signal that they need to remember to cross-check.
For example, you might underline the word puddle. After the children read the word, you could say, “Wait! Are
we sure? Let’s make sure it looks right! Let’s look and say each part of that word together….okay, check! Now,
let’s also make sure it makes sense. What do you think? Tell your partner why you think puddle makes sense.”
You will want to listen closely to students’ answers. If they have difficulty articulating their reasoning, you may
want to model how they can check for sense by saying, “It makes sense because in the picture…” or “It makes
sense because in the story…” Afterwards, you will want to prompt the students to reread and smooth out their
voices.
As you read on, you can repeat this process and give students some additional practice. Also, you’ll want
students to try to read words on their own. For example, might decide, with the word ‘march’ or ‘shouts’ to let
your voice trail off so that students have more responsibility in reading the text themselves. Listen closely to
how students read the line. For example, they may or may not read it accurately or with confidence. Or they
may raise their voices slightly as they say the last word, as if asking a question.
You can say back to them, “Are you sure? Does that sound like a word? Let’s check it!” Then go on to use all
three prompts to check the word, once again prompting children to explain how they know it makes sense,
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sounds right, and looks right. If they have difficulty, model it for them and then read on. Continue to do this
with several words in the text, but consider pace, as you won’t want to interrupt too much of the read.
AFTER THE READ
As you finish the second read, link this work to what you hope students will remember to do as they read
their own books in reading workshop.
You might end the session by saying something like, “Readers, what careful reading! You are getting stronger,
not only at reading this book, but at checking your reading carefully every time you read! Remember, you want
to do this ALWAYS as a reader! Whenever you are reading and rereading the words in your books, alone or
with a partner, remember to...check! Ask yourself, ‘Does that make sense, sound right, and look right?’”

Structures across the Remainder of the Week
Day 3: Word Study
You’ll use the same text as the day before, this time focusing on word study concepts, perhaps hunting for
spelling principles you’re working on with students. Again, you’ll choose activities relevant to the word work
students need at these levels such as sight words, parts of words, short vowel patterns, plurals, rhyming, and
syllables. You might ask children to come to shared reading with personal word walls or white boards to
reinforce the word work that comes up during this session of shared reading.
Day 4: Fluency
This read will focus on helping readers to become increasingly fluent. You will want to focus on three parts of
fluency: parsing, pacing and using prosodic cues. First, you’ll want to work on parsing - or breaking up
sentences and paragraphs into meaningful parts. This will help readers to make reading sound smooth and fluid.
Here, you can help them to read all the way through phrases, sentences and paragraphs without stopping to
figure out words or stumble over pronunciation. Since this is the fourth read of the text, children will know
where the tricky parts are and you can coach them to be ready to read right through those parts. The second part
of fluency has to do with pacing. Reading not too fast and not too slow is an important skill to practice. When
young readers read too slowly, meaning breaks down and understanding is lost. On the other hand if readers
read too quickly, they often miss important ideas and information, also compromising understanding. You
might help your readers stabilize their reading rate by rereading a part that sounds too slow (or too quick). Use
your pointer to scoop up the words, moving your readers to follow at an appropriate pace. Finally, you will want
to you support your readers in using prosodic cues. Prosodic cues are all the meaning cues the author provides.
You can have students study these cues, such as punctuation, font characteristics (italicized print, bold print,
words printed in all capital letters, enlarged print) and even the tone of the text. Using every bit of information a
text holds will allow students to read with increased expression and drama.
Day 5: Putting It All Together
You’ll focus on putting together everything you’ve practiced all week, reading accurately and fluently. In
addition, you’ll be deepening the comprehension work, helping students to grow even bigger ideas about the
text. For example, after reading you might set students up to have a whole group discussion or additional
partner talk to develop new ideas about the book. You might also do some shared or interactive writing to
extend the text, perhaps writing a page that adds onto the book. Either way, you’ll want to make sure that
students have ample opportunities to think more deeply about the texts and what they are saying and teaching.
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Before You Read
Cover: Introduce and preview
the book.
“This story is called
_______. It’s written and
illustrated by _______.
This story is about
_______. Let’s take a
sneak peek to get more ideas
about what might happen.”

Point to details in the
illustrations to guide readers
to look closely and prompt
them to say what’s on the
page.
“Look closely at the pictures.
What do you notice? What are
you already learning about
the characters?”

As You Read
Linger on the illustrations,
taking notice of details to pull
more from the text. Think
aloud.
“I notice the character is
_______. I think that
because _______.”

Prompt children to check their
predictions by retelling what
has happened so far.
“Let’s stop and check our
sneak peek. Does it match
what we thought would
happen? Will you retell what
has happened so far?”

Stop to clarify meaning.
Prompt students to turn and
talk.
“Let’s stop and make sure we
understand this word/ phrase.
The book says _______.
What does that mean? What’s
happening here?”

Pause after reading to study the
illustration and share thinking.
Think aloud before prompting
students to turn and talk.
“I notice the character is
_______. I wonder why? Turn
and tell your partner what ideas
you’re having now. Remember to
use our ‘Talk’ chart to say, ‘I
think _______’ and ‘because
_______’ to explain your
thinking.”

Prompt children to use facial
expressions and body language to
show the characters’ feelings and
how they change.
“Will you show me with your face
and your body language how the
character was feeling when
_______? Show me how the
character is probably feeling
now. Discuss with your partner
how the character’s feelings have
changed and WHY.”

After You Read
Flip back to the first few
pages to help children recall
the events in order.

Spark a whole-class
discussion about the story’s
message.

“What happened next? Turn
and retell with your partner.”

“The characters in stories
learn lots of lessons, but
guess what . . . so do
readers! What lesson does
this book teach US? What do
you think the author wants us
to remember? Let’s talk about
this together.”
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Spelling Stages with Word Study Topics
Spelling
Stage

Emergent

Examples of
Spellings:

Early Middle

bed
ship
float
train
cattle
cellar
pleasure
confident
opposition

Word Study
Topics

Late

f
k

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phonemic Awareness
Rhyming
Alliteration
Sound Play with
Movement and
Characterization
Alphabet Knowledge
Concept of Word in
Print
Beginning and Final
Sound Sorts
Vocabulary &
Language
Development

Letter Name/Alphabetic

Within-Word Pattern

Early

Early

Middle

Late

bd
bad
bed
sp
sep shep ship
ft
fot flot
flott
jn jan tan chran tran
kd
catl
cadol
slr
salr
celr
pjr
plasr
plager

• Beginning and Final
Consonants
• Blends and Digraphs
• Short Vowel Families
• Short Vowel Sounds

Middle

flowt floaut
teran traen
seler
plejer

flote
trane
catel
celer
pleser

Syllables & Affixes
Late

float
train
catol
seler
plesher

• Long Vowel Patterns
• Difficult Final Blends & Digraphs
• Other Vowel Patterns

Early

Middle

cattel
cattle
cellar
seller
pleser
plesher
confadent
opasishan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Derivational
Late

cellar
pleaour
confiednet
oppasishion

Inflected Endings
Consonant Doubling
Syllable Junctures
Easy Affixes
Unaccented Syllables
Reduced and Altered Vowels
Bases
Roots & Derivations
Spelling-Meaning
Connections
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Middle

Late

plesure
pleasure
confedent confendent confident
opositian oposision opposition
•
•
•
•

Reduced and Altered Vowels
Bases
Roots & Derivations
Spelling-Meaning
Connections
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What to Look for in the Teaching of Reading, Grades K-2
During Reading Workshop – All Grades
 The reading unit of study is reflected on the charts that are prominently displayed in the classroom and students‟ eagerness to talk about the new work they
are „on about.‟
 Each child reads books that are „just-right‟ and the class, as a whole, works with a diverse range of book levels. Baggies (or another containers) filled with
several books are taken home each day and students read for at least 30 minutes each evening.
 Reading partnerships are clearly in place, and students meet with their partners daily. Students draw on a variety of choices for ways to work with partners.
Sometimes a reader brings out a book he or she has read and he or she re-reads the book to a partner. Sometimes the reader shares parts that he or she has
marked with post-its and talks about those parts. These might be windows that reveal the character, turning points, or especially important pages. Teachers
help particular partner pairs follow specific routines that support the work they need to do. For some, the work may involve helping each other with hard
words; for others, it is pausing to retell a part in a book.
 Teachers work with individuals and partners, scaffolding them toward habituating reading strategies. These interactions often involve coaching into
students‟ reading, using lean prompts such as, „Point under the words‟ and „Does that match?‟ and „Try again,‟ etc. Sometimes the teacher‟s interactions
with readers follow the research/decide/teaching architecture that is common in writing conferences; in which case the conference will revolve around a
clear teaching point. Either way, the teaching should reflect the unit of study that the class is engaged with. For instance, the reader‟s particular work with
the goals of that unit, and the specific work that the reader needs to do in order to read books at his or her level of text difficulty.
 Students work on their reading, the teacher moves among them, teaching. This instruction may include „table conferences.‟ These small groups are not
especially assessment-based. Instead, the teacher simply works with all the readers at a table, coaching them toward work they all need to be doing.
Teachers will also lead small group strategy lessons. In these instances, the teacher convenes a cluster of children who need similar help and demonstrates
for them (for 1-2 minutes) and then, as each child reads, the teacher coaches into that child‟s work.
 During the reading workshop, teachers will also lead guided reading. The teacher convenes a group of children who are often on the brink of progressing
up to a new level of text difficulty. She gives them a text-introduction and coaches them to use strategies that will be important as they tackle books at the
nearer level of text difficulty. At times, the teacher also leads small group shared reading, small group phonics work, or small group book-talk. The
methods match the purpose: guided reading, shared reading, and strategy lessons are used for different purposes. Again, teaching points take into account
the reading level and unit goals.
 Charts are placed front and center in the meeting area of a classroom. Charts have titles that reflect the overarching goal, such as “Readers Dramatize and
Bring Their Books to Life” or “Readers Work Hard to Figure Out Tricky Words.”
 Each reading workshop begins with the teacher explicitly teaching something that good readers do and that youngsters should try. Usually in a minilesson,
the teacher names the strategy she hopes to demonstrate. Then, she goes about demonstrating this work within a text. Then, she gives the children a chance
to practice doing this work, with support, while still in the minilesson. After ten minutes of such teaching, the teacher sends readers to their reading spots
with their reading materials.
Balanced Literacy Components that Support Reading Workshop – All Grades
 Reading occurs across the school day, not just during reading time. Teachers and students read for real-world purposes and as part of cross-disciplinary
work. As they read, whether during reading time or not, they draw upon all that they have learned in the reading workshop.
 Teachers read aloud wonderful children‟s literature (including poems, nonfiction texts, chapter books and picture books) every day, several times a day.
Each day usually contains one official read aloud time. Read aloud is intended for teachers to demonstrate and engage students in reading skills that will be
important during the reading workshop and during kids‟ independent reading lives. The teacher plans the teaching that he or she will comb through the
read aloud, and usually teaches by thinking aloud at particular places in the text in ways that reveal reading strategies. This more official read aloud time is
often followed by a time for discussion and generally involves 15-20 minutes of time.
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Shared reading occurs daily for 10-15 minutes. The class usually will first read a familiar text, and then read a new text, and then rereading a text in a way
that highlights particular reading skills. The texts used for shared reading include big books, enlarged poems and songs, etc.
 Word Study occurs daily, for 20 minutes. The class does various activities to learn features of phonics and high frequency words in whole class and small
group lessons.
Kindergarten
 When children go to read, charts and gentle reminders from the teacher remind them to draw upon all of the strategies they have learned earlier in the year.
That is, the teaching cumulates. Children also are encouraged to draw upon all they have learned from the writing workshop and word study time as well
as from reading time.
 Children‟s book baggies generally contain 10-12 leveled texts, as well as possibly some texts that the child can read because he or she has experienced
them through shared reading. Children might spend some additional time with emergent storybooks. They read their collection of books over and over
throughout the week.
 When the teacher does not tell partners to work in a particular way with each other, they make plans for how they will read together (echo read, you read a
page/I‟ll read a page, etc.) Children place post-it‟s in places where they want to talk with their partner.
 Kindergarteners typically progress 5 reading levels during this important the year.
First Grade
 Children are attempting to use all that they have learned during word study, shared reading and read aloud. Teachers prompt them to draw upon this
knowledge.
 Many children will move up 5-7 levels throughout the year.
 Partners draw upon a greater array of ways to work with their partner during reading. Children may use post-its and mark symbols or quick jots. They talk
off of these with their partners.
 Children‟s book baggies consist of 10-12 books. They read these over and over during the week. Children tally the number of times that they read books in
their baggies.
Second Grade
 Children write their thinking work on post-its and enable teachers to use this as an assessment tool.
 Many children will move up 4-5 levels throughout the year.
 Children reading above level J books track their amount of reading by maintaining reading logs.
 Children‟s book baggies consist of 10-12 books. They read these over and over during the week.
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